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Earth Federation Land Combat Mobile Suite Pilot

Mobile Suits were originally designed to be space weapons.  However, the conflict on the 

ground led the Federation to approve the design of a new type of mobile suit.  It was 

called the G model, and led the assault on the ground.  Special pilots emerged to take 

command of these rather specialized machines.

DEXTERITY: 3D

                  Firearms

                  Dodge

                  Grenade

                  Melee Combat: vibroknife

                  Vehicle Blasters: 4D

KNOWLEDGE: 4D

                 Value

                 Survival

                 Streetwise

                 Intimidation

                 Tactics: MS Land Combat

MECHANICAL: 4D

                Mobile Suit Piloting: G

                Mobile Suit Gunnery: G

                Mobile Suit Shield: G

PERCEPTION: 3D

               Sneak

               Search

STRENGTH: 3D

              Brawling

              Stamina

              Swimming

TECHNICAL: 3D

             Mobile Suit Repair: G

             Firearm Repair

             Demolitions

             First Aid



Move: 10

Force-Sensitive: ?

Force Points: 1

Dark Side Points: 0

Character Points: 1

Equipment: 1 jumpsuit, 1 combat helmet (+2D physical, +1D energy), 1 Dress Uniform,

1 'Casual' Uniform, Vibroknife, Beretta 9mm, 2 magazines, G, Rank Code Cylinder.

Background: You have been an Earth citizen for a very long time, now, being one of 

those people who has a natural distrust of space, and its highly fickle nature.  To 

your mind, Earth is the place to be, and you would die to defend it.  Indeed, to prove 

your fidelity to the Earth, you signed up to serve in the Land MS Units.  They told you 

you couldn't make it, but you did.  Now its time to show those Zekes what you're made 

of, and fill up all the empty space on that uniform.

Personality: Tense, and quiet, you are often called a coiled spring.  You keep your 

temper on a very tight leash, but when in combat, you sometimes go berserk.  You hate 

the Zeon, and all they stand for.  You will go to any lengths to drive them off the 

planet. 
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